
 
 
 
 
 

  ION No36/2023-24                          Date :  26 Oct, 2023 
 

DUTY LIST: HANDS ON ACTIVITY-1 
 

Promoting awareness about North East students, their diverse cultures, and fostering tolerance for them is essential to 
create a more inclusive and harmonious society. We at BBPS (ND) shall undertake various projects to achieve this goal 
with immediate effect. 

 
     AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

 
S. 
NO 

EVENT NAME TEACHER IN- 
CHARGE(S) 

DATE OF 
COMPLETION 

LEARNING OUTCOME 

  1 Cultural Awareness Events: Organize cultural 
festivals or events that showcase the music, 
dance, art, cuisine, and traditional attire of 
different North East states.  

Primary 
Department 

20.9.23-30.9.23 Students will learn about the rich 
cultural heritage of the region. 

2 Guest Speakers and Workshops: Invite North 
East students, cultural experts, or activists to 
deliver talks and conduct workshops on their 
culture, traditions, and experiences.  

Ms. Rumpa  
Ms. Shally Walia 

November To provide first- hand insights 
and break stereotypes. 
 

3 Documentary Screenings: Show document-
taries or short films that highlight the 
challenges faced by North East students and 
the beauty of their culture.  

Primary 
Department 

20.9.23-30.9.23 To encourage empathy and 
understanding among students.  

4 Language and Literature Exchange: Organize 
language exchange programs where students 
can learn basic phrases from various North 
East languages, promoting linguistic diversity. 

Language 
department 
(English) 

November To enable students to learn basic 
phrases from various North East 
languages, promoting linguistic 
diversity. 

5 Storytelling Sessions: Encourage North East 
students to share their personal stories and 
experiences with the rest of the school 
community.  

Ms. Sheuli Ghosh 
Pre Primary 
Department  

October To create a sense of connection 
and foster empathy. 

6 Art and Photography Exhibitions: Hold 
exhibitions that showcase North East art, 
traditional crafts, and photography depicting 
the beauty of the region.  

Mr. Niladri,  
Mr. Yuvraj,  
Mr. Faiz 
(Photography Club 
) 

Oct 15th onwards To help students in dispelling 
misconceptions and promoting 
appreciation. 

7 Diversity Workshops: Conduct workshops on 
diversity and inclusion, emphasizing the 
importance of respecting different cultures 
and backgrounds. 
 

Panel Discussion 
on challenges 
faced by North East 
States  
Ms. Shally  
(Class XI ) 

November To emphasize the importance of 
respecting different cultures and 
backgrounds. 

8 Video Conference with DPS, Khanapara, 
Meghalaya 
Topic: Climate Change 
 

Ms. Sabari Maitra 
Class IX 

November (last 
week ) - 
December (first 
week ) 

Encourage collaboration between 
students from different regions, 
including North East students, on 
projects related to culture, 
heritage, or social issues. This 
promotes teamwork and mutual 
understanding. 

9 School Exchange Programs: Partner with 
schools from the North East and facilitate 
exchange programs, allowing students from 
different regions to experience each other's 
culture first-hand. 

Ms. Sabari Maitra December To emphasize the importance of 
respecting different cultures and 
backgrounds. 

 
10 
 

North East Culture Days: Dedicate specific 
days or weeks to focus on North East culture, 
where students can participate in activities, 
presentations, and discussions related to the 
region. 

VI - Ms. Nivedita  
VII - Ms. Srishti  
VIII - Ms. Shreya 

 
Oct to Nov 2023 

To emphasize the importance of 
respecting different cultures and 
backgrounds. 
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NO 
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COMPLETION 
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11 Poster and Art Competitions: Organize 
competitions that encourage students to 
create posters or artwork on the NE states. 
 

Art Dept Nov- Dec 2023 To celebrate the diversity and 
culture of the North East. 

12 Tolerance and Anti-Discrimination 
Campaigns: Launch campaigns against 
discrimination and bullying, promoting respect 
and tolerance for students from the North 
East and other marginalized groups. 
 

Ms. Philo  
Ms. Khushi 

Sept to Nov 2023 To promote respect and 
tolerance for students from the 
North East and other 
marginalized groups. 

13 Social Media Awareness: Utilize social media 
platforms to share information, stories, and 
cultural insights from the North East, reaching 
a broader audience. 
 

Ms Ruby/ 
Ms Yasha 
All Incharges 
(Facebook, 
Instagram. 
Twitter, LinkedIn) 

Oct to Dec 2023 To emphasize the importance of 
respecting different cultures and 
backgrounds. 

 
PLEASE NOTE: Teacher incharges to design/plan activities class wise and share the same till Sunday Evening. 
 
Please refer to the shared information. 
 
Creatives on each activity: Ms Deepti Mehra 
 
Report writing with 5 captioned pictures of each activity to be collected from the convenors and compiled by Ms Nivedita B 

 
 
 
 
          Asha Prabhakar 
          (Principal) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Distribution 
VPL/Academic Coordinator/HMs 
All Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


